Dopamine in the nucleus accumbens: cellular actions, drug- and behavior-associated fluctuations, and a possible role in an organism's adaptive activity.
This review expounds the idea that the analysis of dopamine (DA) action on target cells under behaviorally relevant conditions and behavior-related changes in DA activity can offer new information to clarify the functional significance of mesocorticolimbic DA. In contrast to the traditional association of DA with certain behavioral processes and mechanisms (activation, arousal, conditioning, motivation, reinforcement, sensorimotor integration, etc.), evaluation of DA activity during well-controlled behaviors established by different reinforcers can provide important clues for determining the role of DA in the development and regulation of goal-directed behavior. This review summarizes the results of our microiontophoretic studies of striatal neurons in awake, unrestrained rats, particularly the action of DA on spontaneously active and glutamate (GLU)-stimulated cells, the pattern of DA-GLU interaction, and the role of tonic DA release in regulating the activity and afferent responsiveness of these units. We present the results of our iontophoretic studies of ventral tegmental area (VTA) neurons in freely moving animals suggesting the complexity and limitations in their identification as DA- and non-DA cells under behaviorally relevant conditions. We also consider technical and methodological problems related to electrophysiological and electrochemical evaluation of DA transmission in behaving animals. Finally, we discuss parallels and differences in the activity of presumed DA VTA neurons and changes of nucleus accumbens DA-dependent electrochemical signal during heroin self-administration (SA) behavior.